
A Future In The Superbowl?
Here is a commercial I had not seen until a friend sent it to
me in an email forward.  As I was sitting here chuckling over
it, my two oldest daughters became curious and came over for a
look.  They loved what they saw, and I had to play it 3 more
times!  I don’t think it’s in regular circulation yet, but if
it is, I haven’t seen it.  Of course, I never watch tv
anymore!  Perhaps it’s waiting to be unveiled until the next
round of infamous Superbowl commercials?  Enjoy!

https://www.tangents.org/fun-forwards/a-future-in-the-superbowl/


Our  (Thirty)  First  Year
Checkup
My son had his 12 month checkup at the pediatrician the other
day, and all is well!  It was kind of strange though, when the
doctor  asked  my  husband  if  I  snored  a  lot.   My  husband
admitted  I  do,  and  then  the  doctor  proceeded  to  make  me
breathe for him.  What the heck – is this a normal part of how
a one-year-old baby is examined, by exploring the mother’s
snoring habits?  The doctor then started describing some of my
behavior as of late – you are tired all the time, and you feel
lazy.  Right on!  He said he could tell just by looking at my
puffy eyes that I probably have allergy problems, which is
inhibiting  my  sleep  patterns  –  did  I  mention  that  our
pediatrician is also the county’s medical sleep expert?  So he
recommended that I start taking Claritin and some nose drops. 
I tried the nose drops yesterday, and already I could breathe
better through my nose better than I’ve been able to in months
– funny how you don’t notice things like this, but I’ve been
so busy, I thought I was just tired from all the busy-ness,
and I didn’t really notice that I wasn’t able to breathe much
through my nose.  I did notice that I’ve been itchy constantly
– my eyes, behind my face, and now, I have this nasty spider
bite on my knee I got on the 4th of July that will not go away
– I itch constantly!  I’m really hoping the Claritin works,
and I can be back to the energetic mom I so want to be!  Hey,
maybe the allergy medicine will work SO well that I can get
myself a pet cat �

So anyway, like I said, everything is going great with my
son.  I just thought it was weird when the focus of the
doctor’s appointment turned to me.  He is doing great; he is
30 inches long which is exactly average for his age.  He
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weighs 21 lbs, which makes him a little on the smaller side,
weight-wise, so we have to try to fatten him up.  The doctor
also said he should be standing more, but then again, I had
scheduled his appointment for during his nap, so we had to
wake him up to see the doctor.  I don’t know about you, but I
wouldn’t exactly be thrilled about standing up for someone in
the middle of my nap either!

VIPs For A Day (part two of
even more parts)
So, where did I leave off when I blogged about our kid-less
day trip to King’s Island amusement park?  I don’t remember; I
got kind of side-tracked and have made a few unrelated blog
posts since then…  But no matter, I’ll just begin by rating
the rides at King’s Island; my scale is 1-5 ♦’s, 1 being not
so good and 5 being a perfect ride experience.

The Beast – 4½♦.  I have an in-depth description of this one
in my previous post, but I will recap again – very cool wooden
roller coaster; built into the existing terrain of the Miami
River valley in southern Ohio which means you can be speeding
along not more than 3 feet above the ground, thinking you must
travel a lift before you can drop, but that’s not the case! 
This is the longest wooden roller coaster in the world with a
4 minute and 50 second ride time.  Like any wooden coaster, it
can be rough and rickety (I was sure I threw out my bad back
on one of the speeding curves, but thankfully, I did not. 
Shhh, don’t tell anyone I ride coasters with a bad back, but
it must not be that bad since my back was one of my least sore
parts  the  day  after  King’s  Island),  but  these  sensations
improve if you ride the front row – I HIGHLY recommend the
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front seats on this one!

Diamondback – 4½♦ – I also talked about the park’s newest
addition in my previous post, so here is another recap. 
Exceptionally smooth ride, with no upside-down air time. 
Rather, the only air time is achieved when your butt lifts
from your seat on the multiple drops.  The sensation of free-
falling is achieved by the restraint system – one smallish
plastic piece that sits between your legs – that’s it!  The
picture I posted in my previous blog doesn’t do justice to the
coaster, so here is another:

I know certain readers of mine will
notice that this is indeed a computer-generated picture, so I
might as well just say that outright.  The first time we went
on Diamondback, I loved it, and it would have gotten an even
higher rating from me if it were not for the time we rode it
in the front row.  Unlike The Beast, the front row of the
Diamondback adds an entire new dimension to the ride – one I
was happy enough without!  I respect our tour guide’s opinion
that riding front on Diamondback is a must-do experience, and
even though it wasn’t for me, I’m glad I got to do it once. 
But it was SOOOO scary!

Firehawk – Holy (excuse my language) crap.  This is one doozy
of a coaster!!!  Wow, I forgot to rate it, hmmm let me think… 
3¾♦.  First let me explain what this coaster is, and then I
can explain what would have made it better.  The riders load
into Firehawk, and then the seats recline until the rider is
lying down.  Not for the faint of heart – you are strapped
into flexible (not hard plastic like most) shoulder harnesses,
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and then you are tilted backward until you are lying on your
back – and it even  feels like your head might just be lower
than your feet.  So anyway, lying down, the rider leaves the
station, and proceeds to go up a hill, head first, facing the
sky.  So of course you can’t see when you’re going to reach
the top.  And when you finally do reach the top of the lift,
you flip until you’re flying Superman-style through the trek
of the coaster.  Overall, it was awesome, and I have to say 
that I truly misjudged how ultimately different the horizontal
sensation would be – it was VERY different.  What kept me from
giving this coaster a higher rating, however, was this (and a
discussion on the long ride home found my husband thinking the
same thing):  For a unique roller coaster where you were
supposed to feel like you were flying, especially for one of
the first and only of this type (this is the only one in Ohio,
I believe), they really could and should have simplified the
design.  Instead of all the inversions, corkscrews and loops,
they should have actually slowed down the coaster and left the
rider suspended belly-down for the majority of the ride. 
After people experienced that, THEN they could have added the
speed and all the inversion stuff in an update version of the
ride, and it would have been like a 2-fer – 2 rides, one
idea.  The way it was, the ride was so fast that you really
didn’t have the time to pretend to be Superman, and that was a
shame.  The woman in our row the second time we rode Firehawk
was, and I quote, “terrified”.  My husband told her it wasn’t
that bad, and when he told her that, I was thinking, “What are
you thinking?  It IS terrifying!”.  I just did not think that
being on our backs face up on our way up the lift was the
right time to tell a stranger that my opinion differed from my
husband’s – it’s not like she could check my face for my true
feelings.  The woman found out for herself.  I think she liked
it though, as did I in the end, despite the changes I would
make.  Another fun thing about this coaster is that while
waiting in line (or by-passing the line on your VIP tour,
highly recommended please see my first King’s Island post ),
you get to pass next to the part of the ride where it first



slows down as the riders come back into the station.  You can
hear  the  riders’  very  first  reactions  to  the  crazy
configuration of this coaster, and that is a really cool time-
filler!

Flight of Fear – 3¾♦.  It does feel strange to rate this and
the  previous  coaster  the  same  since  they  are  two  very  
different ride experiences, so I feel the need to disclaim
that I’m rating my overall ride experience.  Keep in mind that
I  am  no  longer  in  my  20’s,  so  I’ve  lost  my  reckless
abandonment.  I really like roller coasters, but I do draw the
line and find some things too scary – so my rating system
might  vary  from  that  of  a  true  coaster  enthusiast.   But
anyway, I liked Flight of Fear, largely because it is like a
much better version of Disney’s Space Mountain.  My husband
likened it to the Aerosmith Rock N Roller Coaster at Disney’s
MGM Hollywood Studios – which I loved, but I  found it more
like a much improved Space Mountain.  All 3 are dark indoor
coasters.  Flight of Fear and Aerosmith have what they call
linear  induction  launches,  which  is  how  smart  people  say
“0-54mph in 4 seconds!”.  On the way home, I was browsing
through (ahh, life without kids in the car!) the super-cool
stat sheets our guide gave us as parting gifts, and I noted
that Flight of Fear was the first ride in the world with the
linear induction launch!  It was SO much cooler than Space
Mountain;  much  more  smooth  and  with  inversions.   Space
Mountain is herky-jerky, and there are no drops nor inversions
– it’s almost kind of like, what’s the point?  THIS is Magic
Kingdom’s thrill ride?  But then again, Magic Kingdom really
isn’t like that – you visit with small children and/or for the
small child inside yourself.  But my point is, Flight of Fear
is SO much better than Space Mountain, but not quite as good
as  the  Aerosmith  coaster  –  perhaps  something  to  do  with
Aerosmith’s black light flourescent graphics versus the plain
darkness of Flight of Fear; I preferred the graphics.  For a
tangent, here is an interesting story about Flight of Fear: as
I mentioned, we had a guide for our trip to this park.  Other



park  visitors  would  see  he  was  an  employee  and  ask  him
questions throughout the day.  One of the questions was “Is
Flight of Fear still open?”.  Our guide said yes, not really
knowing what the guest was talking about until later during
the behind-the-scenes tour of The Beast when the park’s PR
Manager, Don Helbig (who has ridden The Racer, another wooden
coaster, almost 12,000 times!  How does one even count that
high,  especially  when  being  tossed  around  on  a  wooden
coaster?) told us that one of his job’s challenges was to
dispel the rumors about the park given life by the internet. 
One of those rumors he talked about happened to be that Flight
of Fear met its demise.  Not true – Flight of Fear is alive
and well and also well worth riding, especially if you are a
person who is used to Space Mountain.  I think I can pretty
much guarantee you will like Flight of Fear better.

Well…  I have once again talked blogged your ear (?) off with
my boring detailed account of an event.  I wanted to rate most
of the enjoyable rides at King’s Island, but I must cut the
post short for now – maybe I will be able to get the other
cool rides in the next post if I cool it a little and shorten
the detail…  Until then…

My Little Man
My son is ONE year old today – how time flies!  He is starting
to look like such a little man:
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This picture was taken at our church for his baby Dedication
ceremony we had in June.

Jesus said “Let the little children come to me, and do not
hinder them, for the kingdom of God belongs to such as these.”
Mark 10:14

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BEEBER!  WE LOVE YOU!!!

Christian The Lion
My previous post became too lengthy, but I wanted to share the
following video they had on the hotel tv.  Whether it was my
relief that the baby had finally fallen asleep, or my being so
tired after a huge busy day, the video made me emotional – I
think it’s just a feel-good video.  I meant to show it to the
fellow animal lovers in my family, but it skipped my mind that
morning, so now they can see it here; it’s awesome!

Christian The Lion:
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Down And Out In Shipshewanni
Well, life is back to normal, I guess you could say, whatever
“normal” is.  My 3 girls were with their Grandma in Illinois
for over a week, and they had an awesome time.  Our house was
quite quiet and empty without them, so we made it our business
to not be in the house much at all.  We were constantly on the
go, getting to do  lots of fun things with  just the baby and
even some things just hubby and me  – great times!  More on
that later since I need to finish writing about our trip to
King’s Island, and hopefully entice some people to come along
when we go back close to Halloween.  But for now, here is a
re-cap of our trip to Shipshewanni – I’m respectfully poking
fun at my mom, who has a tendency to sometimes mispronounce
things – love you Mom!

So Monday, instead of driving to Illinois to pick up the kids,
we met them and my parents, uncle,  sister, nephews, and
brother-in-law in Shipshewana Indiana for two days of fun in
an indoor water park.  Anticipating this trip for months, I
was sure I was going to have a fun blog to write – a family
trip with 7 adults, 4 kids and 2 babies sounded like fodder
for a National Lampoon movie.  But strangely,  especially
considering this group of people – you know who you are � –
nothing  bizarre  happened;  no  one  in  the  group  got  crazy
(except for our baby, but that will be addressed later on…),
and we all had a blast!

I have to be honest and say that when we got to the water
park, I was a bit disappointed to see that there wasn’t a
swimming pool.  But as time went on, I became happy with the
small size of the place since it was easy to keep tabs  on the
kids and find other members of the family to catch up and
chat.  There were two large water slides where you go down on
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rafts, and we had an awesome time taking turns going down with
everyone racing each other.  You could go down one or two-at-
a-time, and after a while, our oldest got brave enough to try
and found she LOVED the water slides!  Same with her cousin,
and the two of them went down together – it was adorable to 
see the two of them work together to carry their huge raft up
all  those  stairs.   I  wish  I  had  a  picture,  but  it  was
impossible to have a camera in the water park – and please,
with my camera luck, do you think I could have taken pictures
in the water park and still have had a camera when we left? 
Doubtful.  But anyway, we (exhaustively!) made our way up all
those stairs time and time again to race our daughter and my
nephew and even my mom and dad down the water slide.

They also had a kids’ pool with lots of things to play with
and a soft floor for the babies to crawl on.  There was also a
playground with 4 water slides –  the kind you go down without
a raft – and I liked those too until I mistakenly went down
one before it was cleared…  My husband was standing at the
bottom of it holding our two-year-old, and I slid right into
the back of his legs, bowling them over.  Thank goodness no
one was hurt, and I’m sure it was an hilarious, stooge-like
display of idiocy.

They also had a lazy river – my favorite.  You just grab a
raft and float on down the river, and my 1-year-old son fell
asleep because it was so peaceful to float down the river in
my arms.  When we are rich, we are going to build a lazy river
at my goat farm where I will play with goats, make cheese, and
relax in my lazy river �

We split up for dinner, and my parents and uncle were nice
enough to watch the kids so  we could go out to dinner with my
sister and brother-in-law.  We took the babies with us (our
youngest  sons  are  2½  months  apart),  and  they  allowed  us
sisters and husbands some much-needed catch-up time; I think
it’s been over 5 years since we went out together which is too
long!  We went to an Amish-style restaurant, and at first I



thought it was going to be a gimmick.  You know, yucky Sysco
food disguised as Amish style food…  but thankfully, I was
wrong.  The food was SO good!  The roast beef was incredible,
the mashed potatoes homemade and not out of a package as so
many are, and the chicken and noodles tasted like the noodles
were also made from scratch.  Everything was all we could eat,
served family style – YUM!  I highly recommend the Blue Gate
restaurant!

So then we went back to the water park for a little bit until
it closed, and then it was time to try to get the kids settled
down  for  the  night.   My  parents  were  gracious  enough  to
splurge (the entire trip was a Christmas gift from them) and
get us a room with some extra space for our large family, and
the two oldest girls had their own little bunk bed area with a
tv and nightlights in their beds.  They were out in a jiffy. 
Not the case with the younger two – our two-year-old Disney
had to bunk with us for lack of beds while her one-year-old
brother had a crib.  Disney  and I caught up on life and her
week with Grandma while whispering under the covers while
Daddy tried to get the baby to bed.  Soon, Disney was asleep
which just left one standing…  and standing…  Christopher
refused to go to sleep.  In a hotel, especially in a room
adjoining my sister’s where they also had a fussy trying-to-
go-to-sleep baby, we could not let him cry it out, so  we took
him down the hall to the mini-arcade – at least I could read
my magazine and my husband could play some Madden while the
baby crawled around.  Ha.  All he wanted to do was crawl up
and (fall) down the stairs, so no fun for us.  I thought about
taking him downstairs so we could at least sit with my dad and
uncle and enjoy the evening air, but one of us had to stay
with the sleeping girls.  Since our goal was to be able to
spend some time together, this was not an option.  We ended up
sitting  outside  of  our  room  for  awhile,  letting  the  baby
crawl, but soon he got crabby and we realized we were just
assaulting my sister’s family from the other side of the room
with our noise.  Finally we put him back in his crib and hid



out in the bathroom so we were out of sight, and this did the
trick – 4 down!  Except that now it was too late to do
anything together, so we just watched a few of those weird
youtube-like videos and went to bed.  Apparently the baby woke
up again in the middle of the night and also early the next
morning, and my awesome husband took care of him, even though
he was dead tired by the time we got home the next day.  I
didn’t sleep well either, especially with Disney in our bed
who kept kicking me.

So the next morning, we were up for breakfast, and I couldn’t
eat anything because I was so tired.  No problem; I’d get
lunch later when I was hungry and at the very least, we had
big plans to pick up some gourmet cheese from the awesome
cheese shop before we left town.  We split up for the day
since my husband didn’t mind taking the older kids to the
water park again, and the rest of us had had enough water
park,  so  we  went  to  the  flea  market  instead  –  what  a
madhouse!  I don’t know why it’s only open 2 days a week
because for those 2 days, the area is MOBBED with tons of
traffic!  But anyway, the flea market is huge and has a wide
variety of things for everyone.  Before I left, hubby said to
make sure I bought myself something, so I did – isn’t he
awesome?  He takes most of the kids for the day AND tells me
to buy myself something, awww…  (and this is why I obliged to
let him try out for a play – he is a giver; he deserves to do 
something HE wants to do.  Of course, being in a show takes
months of rehearsal and prep time –  oh, man, what did I agree
to???)  But anyway, I got a black and white vintage photo of
Wrigley Field in 1946 – how cool is that?  I bought a Bears
Superbowl frame and some hot sauce for hubby, and we left the
flea market before seeing all of it – is that possible to do
in just one day?  Then it was time to go home, and our oldest
was  really  upset  to  see  Grandma  go  –  she  has  a  Grandma
addiction, so the more time she spends with Grandma, the more
sad she gets when it’s time to leave.  But she got over it,
and we achieved the coveted quadruple-kid-pass-out on the way



home.   Overall,  an  awesome  time,  and  I  think  we  should
definitely do something again next year.  As fun as the water
park was, I might suggest a different location next time –
maybe a campground or another place where we would have more
sit-down time to really get together, catch up, and maybe even
play some games.  My sole complaint is that I arrived home
cheese-less �  There was an awesome cheese shop, and we were
going to stop on the way home, but the kids were just too
crazy and the traffic too thick in Shipshewana for us to stop
– dangit.  I had been looking forward to that cheese for two
days!  Bermuda onion cheese, yummmm…
(drooling….)

VIPs For A Day (part one of
more parts)
On Thursday, my husband’s brilliant ability to find awesome
entertainment deals on the internet paid off once again.  He
booked us a VIP tour at King’s Island (click for a view of the
rides and attractions!) near Cincinnati Ohio, and we spent the
entire day at this awesome amusement park!  The VIP tour
included our own personal guide; a park employee who followed
us around all day leading us up the exits of every ride so
that we got to bypass the line and ride without waiting – in
the seat of our own choosing. We also got to wear lanyards
with VIP passes on them (think of the movie Wayne’s World when
Wayne and Garth get backstage passes to see Alice Cooper. 
They wear them around their necks and proudly display their
lanyards, flashing them into the faces of nearly everyone they
encounter, hilarious!) – and tempting to reenact, but there
were some people in line who were upset that we got to board
without waiting in line; I wouldn’t want to rub it in.  But I
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would recommend the VIP tour to anyone who wants to go to
King’s Island  – it includes a guide (you can even make him do
things, like hold your stuff and go on rides, haha!), no lines
(sometimes a minimal 5 minute wait at the gate while the ride
operators find a place to stick you in, not really an issue at
all – there is plenty to watch for those 5 minutes), an all-
you-can-eat  buffet  for  lunch,  unlimited  fountain  drinks
throughout the day, ice cream, a backstage tour of The Beast
(the longest wooden roller coaster in the world!), and 2 ride
pictures.  A great deal, especially if you want to sit through
my following narrative to see if it’s a place you’d want to
visit:

The lady on the phone told us to get to the park at 8:30 am,
so we were actually early and had to wait in a car line to get
in.  When we got to the park, we got shuffled around and had
to wait a bit more – it seems that this part of the tour could
be tweaked a little bit.  We didn’t get our guide and get on
rides  until  about  9:45.   Still  early  (park  opens  to  the
general public at 10), but we had about an extra hour of doing
nothing at the park (could have slept an hour longer!), so
perhaps they should tweak this part of the tour to make it run
more smoothly for the guest – everything else about the tour
is really great though!  So anyway, our guide comes to meet
us, and we gave him our list of rides and follow him around
the park.  Actually, since it was before 10, only the park’s
brand new showcase ride and The Beast were open.  So we began
with the Diamondback – which I had named as the ride that
scared me the most on the way over.  But I loved it!  It was
so smooth and all those fast drops were so fun in the cool
open air.  The Beast was another story.  I liked it, but it
was very rattly and jerky.  Going back on The Beast later in
the day and sitting in the front row changed the experience
for me, however, and we ended up riding it a lot!  Once we
discovered the front car of The Beast and I switched sides of
the train with hubby, I enjoyed the ride immensely.  It’s a 4
minute, 50 second ride through the forest on a wooden roller



coaster  at  speeds  of  over  60  mph.   The  subtle  sound  of
chirping birds accompanied by the naturalistic scents of the
surrounding forest and the wooden tunnels where the coaster
whizzes is indescribable.  A comment on themeparkinsider.com
says about The Beast, “Running through the thick forest at 65
mph on an intense wooden coaster…about as close to riding a
real beast as you can get. Classic ride that always delivers.”
– I have to agree.  They built another wooden coaster at
King’s Island called Son of the Beast, but it closed in June
when people complained it was too rough.  From the printed
King’s Island info, I learned that Son of the Beast was a
looping wooden coaster – interesting.  Oh well, maybe it’ll
open some day for me to try.  But back to the backstage tour
of The Beast – very cool.  We watched some trains descend the
first large drop which actually leads directly underground
into a tunnel.  We walked further into the forest (noticed
some  long-gone  riders’  possessions  along  the  way:  broken
sunglasses, coins, hats, etc.  Didn’t see any cell phones, but
then again, we saw the lost cell phone display they have in
the Diamondback area – a big clear box FULL of cell phones,
ipods,  Blackberries,  PDAs,  etc.  ),  and  we  learned  some
interesting facts while watching riders fly past us – and boy,
were they surprised to see us walking around back there in the
forest!! As for the facts – the entire coaster was built from
scratch on site; unlike many of today’s coasters which are
shipped into the parks in segments.  The Beast was built
around and including the existing rolling terrain of the Miami
River  valley  in  lower  Ohio,  and  as  I  mentioned,  it  goes
underground.  It has speed monitors built into parts of the
track, so if a train is going to fast, it will automatically
break to slow itself down.  I gratefully noticed this while
riding, and it helped calm my concerns of flying off the
track.  This coaster goes so fast into those tunnels – WOW! 
For all these reasons and more, it’s a coaster like NO other! 
Here’s a pic – looks like something I’ll have to try in the
fall; the forest looks beautiful during peak season for color-
changing leaves:



Ironically,  the  exact  opposite  thing  happened  with  the
Diamondback –  I loved it the first time, and then I tried the
front row which was absolutely terrifying!  I  won’t be riding
the front of the Diamondback again.  Careening down that 
first 74° drop (!) practically face-down at over 80 mph with
only a red thing between my legs to keep me from plummeting to
the earth made me feel like I was going to die for sure.

And not in a good way, which is ironically enough sometimes
the reason why lots of crazy people like to ride coasters. 
Being in the front seat on Diamondback makes it look like the
the track disappears beneath you, then before you know it,
you’re flying in the air getting lift out of your seat and you
have nothing on either side nor in front of you – yikes!  I’ve
grown too old to feel invincible, so I put a cap on my thrill-
seeking.  I enjoy a good coaster, but I also have my limits. 
If you are a thrill-seeker roller coaster enthusiast who just
can’t get enough, try the front car on Diamondback!  And a
side note, the guy who gave us the behind the scenes tour of
The Beast is the guy who thought of the name for Diamondback;
it was an interesting experience to have something like that
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come up during a conversation.

I think I’ll stop there for now…  it was a big day, and I’d
like to write up more and get more pictures up – and yes, I 
do have those free ride pictures we got of Chris and I on The
Beast and Diamondback.  Am I willing to post them on the
internet?  Maybe you’ll have to read my other King’s Island
posts to find out!

I’m Still Alive!
Don’t count me out!  I know I haven’t been blogging as much as
I used to; it’s because I’ve been all over the place this
summer!  I am just swamped, but in a great way!  The girls
were with their Grandma for the past week, so I used the
opportunity to finish up some old blog drafts and post them. 
I haven’t really had the chance to sit down and write up my
many recent adventures, so hopefully time will allow for that
in the next few weeks – it’s been totally awesome, and I can’t
wait to share everything with you!  But until I have time for
more blogging, please bear with me and check back often for
updates!  I hope everyone had an awesome 4th of July weekend –
happy birthday America!  THANKS FOR READING!

Secrets  Of  Traveling  With
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Kids
I’m smack dab in the middle (of the beginning) of raising 4
kids of all different (under 10) ages, and also their friends
are around a lot, so we are constantly surrounded by young-
ins!  Of my many observations and trials and errors in trying
to  keep  them  all  simultaneously  calm  and  content,  I  have
discovered  a  few  secrets,  golden  secrets  –  so  considered
because of their miraculous success rates, at least in the
under 10 set.  Give me a few years (especially when the kids
reach  their  teens),  and  I  may  have  enough  golden  kid-
contenting secrets to write a book, let’s hope I learn some
more anyway…

1.  If you trace the roots of every kid tantrum and meltdown,
you will find that most are derived from feelings of hunger,
followed closely by fatigue and thirst; the latter two can be
interchanged, it depends upon the kid.  But the #1 reason is
usually hunger.  Keeping small, energy-boosting (and likable!)
snacks on hand at all times can do wonders for the mood of the
group.

2.  Never underestimate the power of blankie.  I keep those
really thin blankies in my car –  the ones they give you  at
the hospital when you’re having a baby.  They fold up so
small, it’s really not a big deal for me to keep a bag with 4
of them (1 per kid is important!)  folded up and stashed under
the front passenger seat.  When we are returning home on a
long drive or even when we’re in the middle of a long day out,
a sleepy (and full-stomached, see hint #1) kid can often be
comforted and most often put to sleep by a blankie.  Even the
thin ones work like a miracle; I’ve seen it work for multiple
ages, genders, and personalities.  It’s difficult for me to
get used to, but I keep offering my son little stuffed animals
to play with.  I had 3 girl babies before him, and they all
loved stuffed animals.  My son could care less, unless the
stuffed animal still has its tag for him to rip off.  But the
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blankie secret is effective even with him – he’ll pull it up
against his cheek and instantly get sleepy!  If you don’t have
enough  of  the  hospital  blankies  for  each  kid   (and  it’s
important they each  have their own), I highly suggest you
purchase  other  thin  blankies  for  the  car  since  they’re
inexpensive, especially when you consider how helpful they
are.  They come in packs of 4 or 5 for under $10, I think…  A
key to helping this secret be effective is to make sure you
retain control of the blankies – don’t let the kids keep them
in the back of the van or like anything else, the novelty will
wear off, rendering the blankie ineffective.  My kids know
that the car blankies are just for “blankie emergencies”, and
that policy helps to make sure I can keep them somewhat clean
and stashed and ready for use.

So just remember, snacks and blankies can usually get you out
of most kid-pinches, sometimes even calming kids who pinch,
ha.  At the very least, if you find yourself in charge of some
crazy kids, plan ahead and do some light packing – these hints
will buy you some time to think of a better plan!

Jubilant Jubilee Time
Once a year, like many around the nation, our small town has a
festival complete with carnival rides, games, and fried foods
galore.  Upon seeing how quickly our money disappears year
after year, we vow to never return to our town’s festival,
called the Jubilee.  But somehow, we find ourselves back there
year after year, and the kids always do have a great time,
despite the fact that a family could go broke because of this
thing.

This year’s Jubilee was great.  My girls were looking forward
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to  it for an entire week.  Once they began to pull up the
trailers  and  set  up  the  rides  come  Sunday,  the  kids’
excitement  was  unstoppable.   And  because  we  formulated  a
careful budget plan regarding the Jubilee this year, Mom and
Dad were happy to see the little ones so excited.  But there
was one problem we did not foresee nor did we warn the kids
about – the possibility of rain.  And you know what I’m
talking about – these traveling amusement companies are not
going to refund your money just because it rained a little and
they had to shut down some rides.  it was quite a gamble –
dash the hopes of the little ones or take our chances with the
rain (and judging by the radar, we could tell it was probably
going to rain all night).  We decided to take our chances with
the rain, especially since we were assured that they would
keep the rides open unless there was lightening.  Luckily for
us, the gamble paid off, and we were all able to enjoy many
(wet) hours riding the rides, sampling the food (including my
favorite  Jubilee  treat,  Root  Beer  Float  flavored  Dippin’
Dots), and mingling with friends we bumped into along the way.

The kids had a great time, and so did my husband and I, even
though we rode ourselves sick.  A ride called the Hurricane
(boats that fly in a circle) was the one that did in my hubby,
while the Orbiter made me feel like I suddenly aged a decade
or  two.   Immediately  following  the  Orbiter,  with  my  head
spinning, I made the unwise decision to get on a ride called
Rock O Plane which is essentially a Ferris Wheel with circular
cages instead of benches – and as the large wheel turns, the
small  cages  with  the  passengers  in  them  spin  around
independently, going upside down and sometimes trapping the
riders facing head-first for what seems like forever…  fun,
but the combination of all those rides made my head spin for
the rest of the night!

We returned to the Jubilee with my parents when they came to
visit on Saturday when there were live bands to listen to, and
it was just a nice atmosphere.  The kids each got to ride a



few more rides, and they were satisfied until next year…


